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Composition of the Nervous System
What is a nervous system?
An organised association of neurons and supporting cells (glia) with its own blood supply 
(endothelial cells) 
• Neurons

- main signalling units in the nervous system — the excitable cells 
• Glia

- microglial cells (astrocytes and oligodendrocytes)
- 10x more glia than neurones
- pericytes — immune cells and contractile cells (surround blood vessels)
- microglial cells — cells of the immune system, invaders from the bone marrow

• Endothelial Cells
- line blood vessels — front line of the blood supply to the nervous system
- form the blood brain barrier 

Three Overlapping Functions
Sensory input —> integration —> motor output 
• Sensory system

- afferent — towards
- from periphery to brain
- may be from outside the body (e.g. visual world) or internal (e.g. visceral receptors)
- signal is transduced by a special sense organ/structure
- transmitted to the central nervous system for interpretation/integration 

• Motor system
- efferent — away
- voluntary (to skeletal muscle)
- involuntary signals (to smooth muscle contraction, glandular action)

Basic Microanatomy of Neuron
• Cell Body/Soma/Somata(pl.)

- contains nucleus and organelles
• Dendrites

- typically short and lots branching off
- collect electrical signals

• axon hillock 
- junction between soma and axon 

• axon 
- single long fibre extending from cell body, may branch 
- passes electrical signals on to dendrites of another neuron or to an effector cell 

Cytoskeleton
- neurofilament — intermediate filament, stable structure 
- microtubules — tracts for proteins and organelles to and from terminals, always changing
- actin filaments (microfilaments) — contractile part 
- provide structural support, movement of proteins and organelles, contractile properties 
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Neuronal Soma
- 15-20um diameter in a typical neuron 
- contains nucleus and nucleolus 
- big golgi apparatus for processing proteins 
- elaborate ER and abundant free ribosomes 
- abundant mitochondria — site of oxidative metabolism 

Rough endoplasmic reticulum
- super abundant
- membrane stacks dotted with ribosomes 
- ribosomes contain mRNA and tRNA (acidic) —> sites of protein translation

Axon hillock
- essential role in integration and transmission of signals
- plasma membrane forms transmembrane protein barriers with actin filaments to block free 

diffusion of proteins from soma to axon
- no synapses 
- plasma membrane sodium channels 
- summation point in action potential — neuron fires or doesn't fire 

Synapse
- specialised junctions between neurons
- sites where neurons communicate through neurotransmitters 

Neuronal membrane
- composition — phospholipid bilayer and special embedded proteins —  ion channels and 

carrier proteins 
- function — preserves the highly controlled internal environment
- regulates permeability

Regulating permeability and ionic segregation
• Passively - Lipid Solubility

- lipid soluble ions freely diffuse through the cell membrane 
- H20 is lipid insoluble but diffused through because it is small and has high kinetic energy

• Carrier Proteins 
- active pumps, require energy for transport of ions against gradient
- permeability determined by diameter of the pore, nature of subunits that line it 
- segregation of ions creates potential = voltage difference 
- allows excitability and propagation of a current
- Na+ and K+ pumps maintain resting potential 
- Ca+ pumps keep Ca+ concentration very low inside cell 

• Ion Channels 
- passive, selective for particular ions (charge/size)
- can be non-gated or gated (main ones = ligand-gated and voltage-gated) 

• Gated Ion Channels
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